Pallet I Case I Timber Framing
Automated Solutions

BOSTITCH
World Class Automated
Fastening Solutions
As world leaders in tool and fastener design and
manufacture, Bostitch automated solutions are
perfectly placed to streamline and enhance your
production process.
Our designers and engineers work closely with each
client to understand their specific requirements
and it is this detailed understanding of each unique
production environment that ensures we specify the
most appropriate solution from our wide range of
automated machines.
It is our knowledge of the entire fastening process in
conjunction with years of experience and expertise
in customers’ fastening processes that makes
Bostitch the ideal partner for your business.

Over a century of
experience.
Serving the demands of production environments for
over 110 years, Bostitch has always been the industry
gold standard for fast, efficient fastening.
Our expertise in industrial nailing and stapling has
been built over many years of close relationships with
our customers, giving us a true understanding of their
needs.
Whether it is introducing the first cemented strip
collated staples to launching the world’s first coil
nailer, our ongoing commitment in new technology
and production methods has led to products designed
first and foremost with the customer in mind.

Designed to improve your
production process.
Our focus is on providing you with the most effective
automated solution that will give your business:
l Efficient production processes
l Lower overheads
l Precision and control
l Safer working environments
If you would like to automate your production
process, Bostitch are the obvious choice.
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AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS
Engineered to
your needs
All machines are individually designed
following an in-depth briefing with our
engineers, to ensure your machine matches
your exact requirements.
This can include options such as:
l Adjusting the component sizes
l Selecting the number of nailers
l Altering the nailing pattern
l Fitting optional units such as stackers,
conveyors, sawing systems etc.

RECOGNISED TECHNOLOGY
Machines are made with widely available
components for quick and easy servicing
and maintenance. These include:
l Touch screens
l Frequency steering components
l Servo steering & motors
l Control components & connections
l Electrical detectors & circuit boards
l Pneumatic fittings & systems

TESTING & DIAGNOSTICS
All machines are thoroughly tested and
operated at our factory prior to delivery,
where full training is also provided to ensure
your staff are ready for production as soon
as installation is complete.
Many of our machines can be fitted with an
optional direct connection to our engineers
for instant problem solving, via an existing
computer network.

OPTIONAL UNITS
Many machines in the range can be fitted
with accessories to give even greater
productivity.
For more information, please see the
range on page 23.
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TOOLS & FASTENERS
The complete solution
from the biggest fastening
brand in the world
Tools and fasteners are at the centre of our
business, and we know how vital a role they
play in any automated solution. We design
and manufacture an extensive range of tools
including:
l Coil & stick nailers
l Brad and finish nailers
l Light, medium and heavy duty staplers
l Carton closing tools
l Spenax tools
Naturally, we also produce the fasteners to
match. This includes a wide range of lengths,
shank types and finishes for almost any
application, for example:
l 12 micron galv and stainless steel finishes
l Clinch and divergent point staples
l Ring, screw & plain shank nails
l Paper, wire and plastic collation
It’s because of this extensive range of both tools
and fasteners that our engineers are able to
specify the most effective combination for each
individual client.
All our pneumatic nailers undergo rigorous test
procedures to ensure their durability in service
and are built with tried and tested components
for ultimate reliability.

Stick Nails

Coil Nails

Staples

This makes them ideally suited for automated

Lengths
(min-max)

45 - 160 mm

25 - 130 mm

Lengths
(min-max)

4 - 150 mm

systems, capable of delivering fast consistent

Diameter
(min-max)

2.5 - 4.6 mm

2.03 - 3.8 mm

Crown
(min-max)

4.1 - 34 mm

fastening in the most demanding production
environments.
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PALLET & CASE MAKING
With many years experience supplying the pallet
and case industry, we have a unique insight into
the needs and preferences of both production

l Two Way Entry Pallets

managers and machine operators.

l Four Way Entry Pallets

Our range now includes cost-effective ‘E’

l Euro Pallets

machines built to a standardised specification as

l Fully Boarded Pallets

well as fully customisable machines that can be

l Perimeter Base Pallets

tailored to your exact specifications.

l Leggers

This means that we are perfectly positioned to

l Packing Cases - Export

provide the automated solution for any pallet and

l Timber Cases

case application.
Speed, safety and productivity are key to any
working environment, which is why all of our

Working Area

pallet and case machines are designed and

The maximum working area of each machine is

manufactured to provide:

shown in the data tables.

lC
 onsistent and accurate nailing

These dimensions indicate the largest single

lS
 mooth workflow with a continual production
process

item that can be made. Alternatively, several

l Faster nailer configuration changes
l Minimal factory floor footprints
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Pallet & Case types

smaller items can be produced within the same
working area.

Length
Height

Width

BOS-SKI R
Stringers

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
2.5m (min)

The BOS-SKI (R) is the ideal entry-level
machine for the production of 2, 3 and 4
block stringers. A magazine automatically

1.7m
(min)

loads the beams whilst the operator fills the
jigs with the blocks, and up to 4 Bostitch
nailers complete a linear nailing pattern.
The compact design is perfect for low to
medium volume stringer production, and
there is an option for a diagonal nailing
pattern if required.
KEY FEATURES
l Beams loaded automatically for constant
production
l Small footprint for easy installation
See below for optional stacker unit.

No. of tools
3-4
(min-max)

Working Area (Standard)
Length (mm)

1500

Width (mm)
Height (mm)

Working Area (Optional)
Length (mm)

3000

130

Width (mm)

145

125

Height (mm)

125

BOS-STOCK
An ideal accessory to the range of
Bostitch stringer machines, the BOS-STOCK
offers automated stacking of finished
stringers to coordinate with the working
speed of the stringer machine.
Capable of stacking up to 135 stringers into
one location, the BOS-STOCK is a ready
solution to improve throughput.
KEY FEATURES
l Hydraulic / pneumatic operation
l Can be combined with roller assembly
for easy transfer of stringers
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BOS-DECK H / BOS-DECK (E) H
Decks

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
4.7m (min)

The BOS-DECK H can produce decks of
different sizes on a flat assembly table.
Decks are placed on the table and the bridge
completes the nailing in one movement,
whilst the steel anvil ensures a clinched finish
for a stronger hold.

2.6m
(min)

The bridge can be fitted with different tools
depending on the application and the nailing
pattern can also be adjusted so different size
decks can be nailed at the same time.
Suitable for one or more operators according
to how quickly the job needs to be completed,
the BOS-DECK H is suitable for low to medium
production runs.
The BOS-DECK (E) H version is a costeffective machine built to a standardised
specification.
KEY FEATURES
lC
 omplete decks made in a single
movement

No. of tools

l Option to nail different size decks
simultaneously for added flexibility

Working Area (Standard)

3-10
(min-max)

l Able to make decks for beam pallets

Length (mm)

3200

Width (mm)
Height (mm)

Working Area (Optional)
Length (mm)

20000 / 4800*

1400

Width (mm)

5000 / 1400*

250

Height (mm)

250
* BOS-DECK (E) H

BOS-DECK V / BOS-DECK (E) V
Decks

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
4.7m (min)

Like the BOS-DECK H, the BOS-DECK V also
produces decks of different sizes, with a
bridge that completes the nailing in a single
pass, but comes with a useful angled 60°
assembly table, complete with steel anvil,
for easier loading and unloading.

2.9m
(min)

The bridge can be fitted with different tools
depending on the application and the nailing
pattern can also be adjusted so that different
size decks can be nailed at the same time.
The BOS-DECK (E) V version is a costeffective machine built to a standardised
specification.
KEY FEATURES
lA
 ngled assembly table for easy loading
and unloading
lC
 omplete decks made in a single
movement
lA
 ble to make decks for beam pallets

No. of tools
3-10
(min-max)

Working Area (Standard)

Working Area (Optional)

Length (mm)

3200

Length (mm)

7000 / 4800*

Width (mm)

1400

Width (mm)

1600

Height (mm)

250

Height (mm)

250
* BOS-DECK (E) V
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BOS-DECK W
Decks

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
8m (min)

Designed for fast, continual deck production,
the BOS-DECK W is ideal for higher volume
environments.

2.6m
(min)

Equipped with two sliding assembly tables,
the operator loads one table whilst the
other is being nailed, providing a continuous
nailing process.
Each table is positioned according to the
pre-programmed nailing pattern and the
operator can stand in the same position,
making loading easier and faster. A stacker
can also be added for more efficient removal
of the completed decks to further increase
production efficiency, whilst the jig can be
quickly changed for different deck sizes.
KEY FEATURES
l Sliding tables allows continuous
production
No. of tools

l Able to make decks for beam pallets

Working Area (Standard)

3-10
(min-max)

l Single operator position for faster loading

Working Area (Optional)

Length (mm)

1400

Length (mm)

2500

Width (mm)

1400

Width (mm)

2500

Height (mm)

250

Height (mm)

250

BOS-DECK C
Decks

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
4.2m (min)

The BOS-DECK C has a chain system that
moves the deck from the operator, through
the fixed, pre-programmed nailing bridge
and onto a roller board for removal. This
allows a continuous production cycle as
the operator can load the next deck whilst
nailing and unloading is taking place at the
other end of the assembly table.

2m
(min)

An optional magazine can be added for
placing boards into position, and a stacker
can also be used for more efficient,
automatic unloading, whilst the steel anvil
on the assembly table ensures a clinched
finish for a stronger hold.
As with the BOS-DECK W, the operator can
stand in the same position, making loading
easier and faster.
KEY FEATURES
l Chain mechanism allows continuous
production
l Able to make decks for beam pallets
l Single operator position for faster loading

No. of tools
3-10
(min-max)

Working Area (Standard)

Working Area (Optional)

Length (mm)

1500

Length (mm)

2500

Width (mm)

1000

Width (mm)

2500

Height (mm)

250

Height (mm)

250
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BOS-PAL H / BOS-PAL (E) H
Stringers,
Decks &
Pallet
Assembly
The BOS-PAL H can produce stringers and
boards as well as assemble pallets from
pre-made components, as the bridge can
be equipped with two different sets of tools.
This enables different types of nailing to
be carried out at the same time, offering
excellent flexibility.

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
4.7m (min)
2.6m
(min)

Wood is placed on the flat assembly table
and the bridge completes the nailing in one
movement.
Suitable for one or more operators
according to how quickly the job needs to be
completed, the BOS-PAL H is designed for
low to medium production runs.
The BOS-PAL (E) H version is a costeffective machine built to a standardised
specification.
KEY FEATURES
lA
 ble to make larger pallets

No. of tools

Working Area (Standard)

l F ast changeover between pallet types
6-12
(min-max)

l T wo sets of tools for pallet assembly and
component production

Working Area (Optional)

Length (mm)

3200

Length (mm)

20000 / 4800*

Width (mm)

1400

Width (mm)

5000 / 1600*

Height (mm)

250

Height (mm)

250
* BOS-PAL (E) H

BOS-PAL V / BOS-PAL (E) V
Stringers,
Decks &
Pallet
Assembly

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)

The BOS-PAL V can produce stringers and
boards as well as assemble pallets from
pre-made components, as the bridge can be
equipped with two different sets of tools.

2.9m
(min)

4.7m (min)

Wood is placed on the easy-access angled 60°
assembly table and the bridge completes the
nailing in one movement.
The BOS-PAL (E) V version is a cost-effective
machine built to a standardised specification.
KEY FEATURES
l Able to make larger pallets
l Angled assembly table for easy loading and
unloading
l Two sets of tools for pallet assembly and
component production

No. of tools
3-10
(min-max)

Working Area (Standard)

Working Area (Optional)

Length (mm)

3200

Length (mm)

7000 / 4800*

Width (mm)

1400

Width (mm)

1600

Height (mm)

250

Height (mm)

250
* BOS-DECK (E) V
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BOS-PAL W
Stringers,
Decks &
Pallet
Assembly
This machine combines the flexibility of
being able to produce stringers, boards or
whole pallets with a continuous production
method for fast, efficient nailing.

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
8m (min)
2.6m
(min)

Equipped with two sliding assembly tables,
the operator loads one table whilst the other
is being nailed, providing a consistent nailing
process through a static bridge that can hold
two different sets of tools.
Each table is positioned according to the
pre-programmed nailing pattern and the
operator can stand in the same position,
making loading easier and faster. A stacker
can also be added for more efficient removal
of the completed product to further increase
production efficiency, whilst the jig can be
quickly changed to accommodate different
sizes.
KEY FEATURES
l Sliding tables allow continuous
production of complete pallets

No. of tools

l Single operator position for faster loading

Working Area (Standard)

6-12
(min-max)

l Fast changeover between pallet types

Length (mm)

1400

Width (mm)
Height (mm)

Working Area (Optional)
Length (mm)

2500

1400

Width (mm)

2500

250

Height (mm)

250

BOS-PAL C
Pallet
Assembly

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
4.2m (min)

The BOS-PAL C assembles pre-fabricated
stringers and decks to make full pallets, and
has a chain system that moves the wood
from the operator, through the fixed, 		
pre-programmed nailing bridge and onto a
roller board for removal.

2m
(min)

This allows a continuous production cycle
as the operator can load whilst nailing and
unloading is taking place at the other end of
the assembly table.
The operator can also remain in the same
position, making loading easier and faster.
KEY FEATURES
l Chain mechanism allows continuous
production of complete pallets
l Single operator position for faster loading
No. of tools
6-12
(min-max)

Working Area (Standard)
Length (mm)

1500

Width (mm)
Height (mm)

Working Area (Optional)
Length (mm)

2500

1000

Width (mm)

2500

250

Height (mm)

250
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BOS-PAL B
Full Pallets

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
9m (min)

The BOS-PAL B is fitted with two workstations
working simultaneously for continuous high speed
production with only a single operator.

2.6m
(min)

Once stringers are loaded, the top boards of
the first pallet are nailed followed by the bottom
boards of the second pallet which is then turned
over whilst the operator loads the next set of
stringers. Completed pallets then move along the
conveyor for manual or automated removal.
Optional units can also be added if required and 1
or 2 magazines for the boards can be specified to
increase capacity.
The BOS-PAL B is also compatible with the
BOS-SKI, offering even more automation
possibilities (see page 7).
KEY FEATURES
l Single operator position and pallet exit point

No. of tools

Working Area (Standard)

l Quick, continuous production
3-6
(min-max)

l Can be specified with multiple additional
options (see page 23 for details)

Length (mm)

1500

Width (mm)
Height (mm)

Working Area (Optional)
Length (mm)

2500

1000

Width (mm)

2500

250

Height (mm)

250

BOS-PAL TU H
Full Pallets

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
4.7m (min)

With up to three sets of tools placed above
and below the moving bridge, the
BOS-PAL TU H is able to nail a complete
pallet in one pass of the flat assembly table.

2.6m
(min)

Wood is placed on the table and the bridge
completes the nailing in one movement.
Different sizes of pallets can be nailed at the
same time thanks to the pre-programmed
nailing options that are available with this
machine.
KEY FEATURES
l 3 sets of tools for complete pallet
production in one movement
l F ast changeover between pallet types
lS
 uitable for making larger pallets
No. of tools
9-15
(min-max)

12

Working Area (Standard)
Length (mm)

3200

Width (mm)
Height (mm)

Working Area (Optional)
Length (mm)

5200

1400

Width (mm)

4000

250

Height (mm)

250

BOS-PAL TU W
Full Pallets

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)

8m (min)

The BOS-PAL TU W can also nail a complete
pallet, but also comes with the added feature of
sliding assembly tables for continuous production
from a single operator position.

2.6m
(min)

With up to three sets of tools placed above and
below the moving bridge, the BOS-PAL TU W
can nail a complete pallet in one pass of the
horizontal assembly table. Equipped with two
sliding assembly tables, the operator loads one
table whilst the other is being nailed, providing a
consistent nailing process through a static bridge
that can hold three different sets of tools.
Each table is positioned according to the
pre-programmed nailing pattern and the
operator can stand in the same position, making
loading easier and faster. A number of optional
components can also be added to the machine
for even greater efficiency.
KEY FEATURES
l Sliding tables allow continuous production of
complete pallets
l 3 sets of tools for complete pallet production in
one movement

No. of tools
9-15
(min-max)

Working Area (Standard)
Length (mm)

1400

Width (mm)
Height (mm)

Working Area (Optional)
Length (mm)

2500

1400

Width (mm)

2500

250

Height (mm)

N/A

l Fast changeover between pallet types
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BOS-ROBO H
Case Sides

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
4.7m (min)

The BOS-ROBO H is able to produce
complete case panels with complex nailing

2.6m
(min)

patterns by means of the dual movement
bridge. As with other machines, the bridge
moves along the table but the tools on
the BOS-ROBO H can also move, allowing
for quick, precise nailing of otherwise
complicated patterns.
The steel anvil on the flat assembly table
ensures a clinched finish for a stronger hold.
KEY FEATURES
lD
 ual movement bridge for complex
nailing patterns
lC
 ompleted panels in one movement
l Ideal for larger panel production

No. of tools

Working Area (Standard)

2-10
(min-max)

Working Area (Optional)

Length (mm)

3200

Length (mm)

20000

Width (mm)

1400

Width (mm)

5000

Height (mm)

250

Height (mm)

250

BOS-PAN
Case Sides

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
5m (min)

A fully automatic solution for the manufacture
of case panels, the BOS-PAN can be specified

3.2m
(min)

with manual or automatic feed systems.
Boards are loaded into guide rails and are
automatically positioned according to the preprogrammed format.
Synchronised nailing can be combined with
material roll feed systems allowing foil lined
panels to be produced in one pass. This can
be placed at any point in the manufacturing
process.
As an option, a sawing unit can be included to
ensure precise dimensions are achieved for
the finished panel.
KEY FEATURES
lC
 hoice of manual or automated
component feed
lC
 an be specified with multiple additional
options for increased productivity
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No. of tools
2-12
(min-max)

Working Area (Standard)

Working Area (Optional)

Length (mm)

1500

Length (mm)

6000

Width (mm)

1500

Width (mm)

4000

Height (mm)

64

Height (mm)

64

BOS-GAB
Repairs

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
2.1m

Designed for manual pallet production,
this nailing table significantly increases
production speeds.

1.4m

With blocks clamped in position with the
integrated jacks, the table can be equiped
with 2 coil nailers which are connected to
the integrated air supply.
Also includes 6 adjustable riveting plates as
well as a pneumatic ejection system for fast
removal of the completed pallet
KEY FEATURES
l Low cost yet effective solution
l Templates for 9 blocks or 3 to 4 stringers
No. of tools

Working Area (Standard)

2

Working Area (Optional)

Length (mm)

1550

Length (mm)

Custom made

Width (mm)

1350

Width (mm)

Custom made

Height (mm)

300

Height (mm)

Custom made

BOS-TAB-RECYPAL
Repairs

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
2.5m

This table is specifically designed for fast

0.6m

and efficient pallet repair.
The tilting table is foot operated allowing the
operator to move pallets quickly and easily
and it can be fitted with 2 coil nailers for
maximum output.
KEY FEATURES
l Can be fitted with pneumatic pallet spacer
for separating the boards
l Integrated air couplings & filters

No. of tools
2

Working Area (Standard)

Working Area (Optional)

Length (mm)

2420

Length (mm)

Custom made

Width (mm)

1200

Width (mm)

Custom made

Height (mm)

800

Height (mm)

Custom made
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TIMBER FRAMING
Engineered for the
bigger picture
The production of sectional walls and
prefabricated building components can be
complex and labour intensive.
At Bostitch, we understand that any
automated solution must be fast and precise
and yet adaptable and flexible enough to
accommodate extremely diverse sizes and
specifications.
Equipped with sophisticated computer
control systems and nailing bridges, the
machines provide complete flexibility for
manufacture.
Machines can also be configured to perform
variable or cycled operations.

Working Area
The maximum working area of each machine is
shown in the data tables.
These dimensions indicate the largest single
item that can be made. Alternatively, several
smaller items can be produced within the same
working area.
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Length
Height

Width

BOS-AUTO TOOL
The BOS-AUTO TOOL is a linear based
automatic nailing or stapling system that
allows the operator to guide the tool along
an edge guide or jig. The tool will drive
fasteners at preset intervals along the
workpiece.
A nailer or a stapler can be specified on
this tool:
N58AUTO-OSB
863S4AUTO-OSB
KEY FEATURES
l Accurate fastening of long edges of work
l Drives fasteners at pre-set intervals
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BOS-FRAM / BOS-FRAM TWIN
Walls

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
16.5m (min)
4.5m
(min)

Designed for manufacturing walls and panels for
timber frame housing, the BOS-FRAM caters for a
range of designs.
The wall or panel is placed into adaptable pressure
jigs and the bridge completes the precision nailing
in one movement, simplifying what can be a timeconsuming, labour intensive application. New nailing
patterns can be easily specified by installing new
coordinates from a dxf file.
Similar to the BOS-FRAM, the TWIN version has
a second bridge allowing for virtually continuous
nailing.
A saw and mill can be added as an option, along
with a turning system for easier removal and storage
of the finished product.
KEY FEATURES
No. of tools

l Able to nail wide range of walls and panels
l Complex nailing made quickly, precisely and
safely

5

Working Area (Standard)
Length (mm)

6000

Width (mm)
Height (mm)

Working Area (Optional)
Length (mm)

20000

3000

Width (mm)

5000

350

Height (mm)

450

BOS-FRAM COMPACT
Walls

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
9m (min)

Benefiting from a moving bridge, this
machine has a significantly smaller footprint
than the BOS-FRAM or BOS-FRAM TWIN,
making it easier to install and operate in
smaller spaces.

4.5m
(min)

Once components are in place the bridge
simply moves over and completes the
pre-programmed nailing pattern, and panels
can also be nailed once put into place.
A saw and mill can be added as an option,
along with a turning system for easier
removal and storage of the finished product.
KEY FEATURES
l Small footprint
l Able to nail a wide range of walls and
panels
No. of tools
3-5
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Working Area (Standard)
Length (mm)

6000

Width (mm)
Height (mm)

Working Area (Optional)
Length (mm)

20000

3000

Width (mm)

5000

350

Height (mm)

450

BOS-FRAM TWIN
26.5m (min)
4.5m
(min)

No. of tools
8

Working Area (Standard)
Length (mm)

1500-6000

Width (mm)
Height (mm)

Working Area (Optional)
Length (mm)

1500-14000

1000-3000

Width (mm)

1000-4500

80-500

Height (mm)

80-500
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SPECIALIST APPLICATIONS
Automated solutions
for any application
Bostitch engineers are dedicated to using proven
components and sound engineering skills and our
experience across a broad spectrum of industries
has furnished us with a wide understanding of the
manufacturing process.
As a result, we can design and produce machines to
your exact requirements, no matter how complex the
application may seem.
As you would expect, every Bostitch machine
comes with the back up and support of a global
manufacturer, giving you the confidence to invest in
an automated solution that will increase productivity
and the strength of your business.
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BOS-FENC FE/LP7/LP9
Fencing

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
3.5m (min)

The BOS-FENC machines are designed for the
most popular types of fencing panels – feather
edge or waney (lapped) edge – with either
seven or nine tools.

3m
(min)

The single operator loads the jig and the bridge
moves over to complete the nailing.
This machine has a quick changeover to
another dimension of panel, making it ideal for
fast-paced production environments.
KEY FEATURES
l Single operator
l Easy set-up
l Quick change over

No. of tools
7-9
(min-max)

Working Area (Standard)

Working Area (Optional)

Length (mm)

2000

Length (mm)

3000

Width (mm)

2000

Width (mm)

3000

Height (mm)

150

Height (mm)

150

BOS-FENC H
Fencing

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
11m (min)

The BOS-FENC H is designed for production
runs of fence panels of different sizes on a
flat assembly table. Panels are placed on the
table and the bridge completes the nailing in
one movement, whilst the steel anvil ensures
a clinched finish for a stronger hold.

5m
(min)

The bridge can be fitted with different tools
depending on the application and the nailing
pattern can also be adjusted so that different
size panels can be nailed at the same time.
Stackers can be added at both ends of the
BOS-FENC H to increase productivity.
KEY FEATURES
l Complete fence panels in one movement
l Different size panels simultaneously
No. of tools
3-10
(min-max)

Working Area (Standard)

Working Area (Optional)

Length (mm)

4200

Length (mm)

10000

Width (mm)

1800

Width (mm)

2200

Height (mm)

150

Height (mm)

150
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BOS-REEL
Reels

Floor Plan (Length x Depth)
4.7m (min)
2.6m
(min)

This machine is perfect for producing reels
as the dual movement bridge is able to nail
the complex patterns required for strong
reels.
The steel anvil on the flat assembly table
ensures a clinched finish for a stronger hold
and the roller system conveniently moves the
completed panel for removal. The optional
saw and mill is useful for finishing the reels
whilst the assembly table can be transformed
into a turntable to help the operator set up
the different sizes of wood.
KEY FEATURES
lC
 omplex nailing patterns made easy
lO
 ptional extras for added efficiency
and flexibility

No. of tools
2-4
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Working Area (Standard)
Length (mm)

3200

Width (mm)
Height (mm)

Working Area (Optional)
Length (mm)

5000

1400

Width (mm)

2500

250

Height (mm)

250

OPTIONAL UNITS
Shown below are optional units that can be specified for relevant machines

BOS-TURN

BOS-STACK

Allows top decks or
completed pallets to
be rotated or turned
o
through 180 for efficient
stacking.

Automated stacker for fast,
efficient movement
of completed
pallets.

The BOS-TURN can
be programmed to
integrate with other
units for smooth,
continual workflow.

The BOS-STACK
can be programmed
with other units for
smooth, continual
workflow.

BOS-ROBOT

BOS-CONVEY

Robot arms can be installed to provide automated positioning
of pallets or components for more efficient milling, marking
or cutting.

Flexible roller units designed for moving of components or finished
pallets within the manufacturing environment.
The unit can be specified with manual or powered rollers.
Also ideal for configuration with the BOS-STACK.

BOS-MARK

BOS-CUT

An electronically controlled brand marking unit, the BOS-MARK is
equipped with a multi-position heat branding or ink based system
capable of including dies for logos and branding.

Automated saw precisely removes the corner angles of finished
pallets.
The BOS-CUT can be incorporated prior to automated stacking.

Up to 6 positions can be marked in a single pass.
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Bostitch Österreich
Stanley Black & Decker Austria GmbH
Oberlaaer Strasse 248, 1230 Wien
ÖSTERREICH
T: +43 1 66 11 6 0
bostitch.de@sbdinc.com
www.bostitch.at
BE

Bostitch Benelux
Stanley Black & Decker Belgium BVBA
p/a Egide Walschaertsstraat nr. 16
2800 Mechelen
BELGIË
Tel: +32 15 47 38 00
bostitch.benelux@sbdinc.com
www.stanley-bostitch.be
www.stanley-bostitch.nl

Bostitch Schweiz
Stanley Works (Europe) GmbH
Sitz: Dübendorf
In der Luberzen 42, 8902 Urdorf
SCHWEIZ
Tel: +41 (0)44 755 60 70
www.bostitch.ch
SK

Stanley Black & Decker Czech Republic s.r.o.
Türkova 5b, 149 00 Praha 4 - Chodov
ČESKÁ REPUBLIKA
Tel. +420 602 745440
petr.popovsky@sbdinc.com
www.bostitch.cz

Bostitch Deutschland
Stanley Black & Decker Deutschland GmbH
Black-&-Decker Str. 40
65510 Idstein
DEUTSCHLAND
Tel: +49 (0) 6126 21-2985
bostitch.de@sbdinc.com
www.stanley-bostitch.de
ES

PT

Stanley Black & Decker Ibérica SLU
Parque de Negocios “Mas Blau”
Edificio Muntadas
C/ Bergueda n. 1 Of. A6
08820 El Prat de Llobregat
Barcelona,
ESPAÑA
Tel: +34 93 217 65 02
iberia.bostitch@sbdinc.com
www.bostitch.es
FR

Bostitch France
Stanley Black & Decker France SAS
20, rue Gustave Eiffel
91420 MORANGIS
FRANCE
Tél. : 01 69 10 80 20
adv-bostitch@sbdinc.com
www.bostitch.fr

Bostitch UK
210 Bath Road
Slough
SL1 3YD
ENGLAND
Tel: +44 (0)870 1 630 630
bostitchuksales@sbdinc.com
www.bostitch.co.uk
IT

Stanley Black & Decker Italia S.r.l.
Via Energy Park 6
20871 Vimercate (MB)
ITALIA
Tel: +39 039 9590.205
Fax: +39 039 9590.312
bostitchitaly@stanleyworks.com
www.bostitch.it

Stanley Black & Decker Polska Sp. z o.o.
Ul. Prosta 68
00-838 Warszawa
POLSKA
Tel.: +48 22 464 2735
sales.bostitch@sbdinc.com
www.bostitch.pl

www.bostitch.eu/automation

FT112016/CE/UK

